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The nature of Henry VIII’s ultimate decision to abandon the Catholic church in favor of an 
entirely new institution has remained controversial since the sixteenth century. Much of the academic 
speculation surrounding Henry’s decision stems from the fact that it was by no means obvious or even 
evident that Henry was having doctrinal issues with the Catholic church in the years and decades before 
his decision to abandon it. Indeed, in 1521 Henry VIII published the Assertio Septem Sacramentorum, 
or A Defence of the Seven Sacraments, a theological treatise attacking the sacramental doctrines of 
Martin Luther. In the treatise, Henry admonished Luther’s more famous stances on Indulgences and 
Papal Authority before attacking his positions on each of the Seven Sacraments, although almost half of 
the book was devoted to the Eucharist alone. Academics have good reason to consider the Defence of 
the Seven Sacraments when analyzing the religious and political inclinations of Henry VIII and his 
intellectual milieu as it represented a substantial tract of intellectual exchange and discussion. The 
Defence itself was largely a response to Luther’s famous De Captivitate Babylonica (1520). Further, 
Luther responded to the Defence with his Contra Henricum Regem Anglie (1522), or Against Henry, 
King of the English, to which Thomas More replied with the more tersely titled Responsio ad Lutherum 
(1523). Indeed, the intellectual circle involved with the original publication of the Defence was itself 
rather broad: Thomas More, Richard Pace, John Fisher, and other scholars contributed directly to the 
writing process.1 So, considering that by publishing the Defence Henry VIII had willingly engaged 
himself in a virulent pan-continental debate over the very nature of the divine word and therefore of the 
universe, how should Henry VIII’s decision to abandon the Catholic church be viewed in the context of 
the intellectual content of the Defence and specifically in the context of his views on the Eucharist 
(which constituted almost half of that work)? While Henry’s decision to invent his own church may 
appear as a contradiction to his earlier attacks on Lutheranism, closer examination of the Eucharistic 
content of the Defence will reveal that Henry’s theological beliefs regarding that field were generally 
consistent before and after his abandonment of Catholicism. 

This paper’s arguments will primarily revolve around the Eucharist and the issue of 
Administration in Two Kinds. Chapter IV of the Assertio covers the span of Henry’s Eucharistic 
doctrine, while the remaining sections deal with the other six sacraments and the nature of papal 
authority. Chapter IV, while not formally broken down into subsections, deals with three subtopics 
relating to the Eucharist: Administration in Two Kinds, Transubstantiation, and Mass as Good Work 
and Sacrifice. Administration in Two Kinds refers to the manner in which the Eucharist should be 
carried out on an individual basis and represented two issues: whether or not the laity should receive 
Communion of both bread and wine or just bread (these two options being the Two Kinds) and whether 
the laity should be allowed to decide their own manner of taking the Eucharist in general. Both of these 
issues were highly inflammatory at the time in part because they constituted a primary cause celebre of 
the Hussite movement, although they also became somewhat muted in the debate between Henry VIII 
and Luther due to the controversy surrounding the issue of Transubstantiation. 

Administration in Two Kinds is extremely important to this discussion because it reveals that 
apparent contradictions in Henry’s Eucharistic doctrine before and after his divorce from the Catholic 
church may be more complex than sometimes assumed or even totally reconciled. Luther’s position 
was that the Evangelists clearly “tell in one unvarying narrative that Christ instituted both Kinds to be 

1 Weir, Alison. Henry VIII: King and Court. Vintage Books, 2008, 231. 
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received” by the people and so the people should thus not be denied one kind or another.2 Sixteen years 
after Luther published that position, a group of three German ambassadors representing the 
Schmalkaldic league arrived in England to negotiate with Henry on matters of religion (among other 
things). Ironically, late in 1538, they wrote a letter asking him to address three supposedly papal abuses 
in England including the ‘prohibition of communion in both Kinds’.3 The issue to which they referred 
was not that it was being made illegal to receive both Kinds, but rather that it was being allowed to 
receive only one. Henry VIII responded to this concern with a scathing critique of the German doctrine, 
staunchly defending the liberty of the people to choose the manner in which they took the Eucharist, in 
one or both Kinds.4 In a very Protestant manner Henry drew explicitly and exclusively from Scripture, 
citing Luke, Acts, and Corinthians in order to defend his belief that ‘while communicating in both kinds 
was not contrary to God’s word, neither was communicating in one’.5 In fact, Henry had explicitly 
expressed a sentiment very similar to this in Chapter IV of the Defence. His introduction to the debate 
began with an admission: “to me, no Reason appear why the Church should not ordain, that the 
Sacrament should be administered to the Laity, under both kinds [under both practices, one and two 
species, not exclusively under both bread and wine which was the accepted church doctrine]”. This 
would seem to be a significant admission if Henry had not immediately moved on from this point and, 
somewhat incongruously, went on to attack Luther’s doctrine on Two Kinds for several pages. Henry 
immediately thereafter conceded that “what was done in times past, in omitting [administration in one 
species], and also in hindering it [now] is very convenient” – this concession set the tone for the 
remainder of his argumentation.6 As substantial as his initial admission should be considered in the 
political context of the Defence, the substance of Henry’s assessment of Lutheran doctrine on Two 
Kinds was obviously very negative, at least on the surface.  
 At this point I will introduce a manner of analyzing Henry’s rhetoric in the Defence and 
specifically in Chapter IV. Generally, Henry’s rhetoric can be categorized into three programs, all of 
them very Catholic and one of them very Christian: attacks on Luther’s logic in the context of 
contradiction, citation of theological precedence especially relating to the Catholic church fathers, and 
direct citation of Scripture. It may be posited that two of these methods, the ones that represent 
traditional Catholic approaches (attacks on Luther’s logic and citation of precedence), should not be 
considered generally relevant in assessing Henry’s path to early Anglicanism. One of the most 
fundamental tenets of the Reformation was that divine Truths could only be derived from Scripture, not 
from church doctrine or the apparatus of logic constructed over centuries by theologians such as 
Ambrose, Jerome, Augustine, and Thomas Aquinas. Although these figures were not necessarily 
rejected by Reformers, the implicit Catholic notion (as many of the Reformers held) that the word of 
the fathers could be elevated to that of Christ was an extreme point of contention. Furthermore, Henry’s 
logical constructions were very Catholic to the degree that they dealt almost exclusively in universals.  
 These logical constructions represent a significant proportion of the argumentative content of 
Chapter IV. For example, Henry argued that because the laity were able assert their influence over the 
clergy in some matters, then it logically followed that the laity should be able to assert their influence 
over the clergy in all matters, specifically in the matter of Two Kinds.7 He used this construction to 
attack Luther’s assertion that the clergy had ‘stolen’ the Two Kinds from the people: according to 

 
2 Martinus Lutherus Contra Henricum Regem Angliae 
3 Letters of Henry VIII: August 1538 1-5. 
4 MacCulloch, Diarmaid. Thomas Cranmer: A Life. Yale University Press, 1996, 220. 
5 McEntegart, Rory. Henry VIII, the League of Schmalkalden and the English Reformation. The Royal  Historical Society, 

2002, 120. 
6 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 25. 
7 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 26. 
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Henry, if the people had wanted the Two Kinds, then they would have taken them. Similarly, Henry 
charged Luther with mixing the wine of the Eucharist with water, a practice that was not approved in 
Scripture but was instead based on church precedence. From this Henry argued that Luther committed a 
logical fallacy by opposing the church’s restrictions on Two Kinds, a practice also not provided in 
Scripture but rather by precedence. Luther viciously attacked this construction in his Contra Henricum: 
he countered that he actually opposed the mixing of wine and water. Further, he wrote that 
Administration in Two Kinds was provided for in Scripture while the cutting of the Eucharistic wine 
with water was not, even though it should still not have been considered preferable, and so equating a 
practice constructed entirely outside of Scripture to one constructed within Scripture was absurd 
(indeed, Luther proposed that under this system of logic, it would follow that considering “Henry is 
King of England, and yet God has not made a note of it, nor recorded it, in Scripture; therefore Christ 
was neither born nor suffered!”).8 Further, Henry related that since ‘primitive’ times, both the church’s 
restrictions on Two Kinds and the barring of children from participation in the Eucharist had become 
common practice. He stated that because it was commonly accepted that the barring of children from 
the Eucharist was done ‘for very good Reason’, then it logically follows, due to the purported 
equivalence in origin of the two practices, that the administration of the sacrament in Two Kinds was 
similarly ‘taken away’ for ‘good and just Reasons’.9  
 These constructions were nothing more than theory, and the strength of that theory was 
contingent upon the strength of an extended apparatus of Catholic doctrine and logic that largely served 
to facilitate and manage the interaction of laymen with Scripture from the clerical perspective. As such, 
Henry’s logical constructions against Luther and his admiration for the church fathers should be 
considered in the context of that apparatus. Once that apparatus was discarded, all that doctrine and 
theory would have become irrelevant in the face of a new, direct link between the laymen and Scripture. 
Henry’s early willingness to accept that apparatus was inconsistent in some fundamental way, but 
appreciation of this Catholic doctrine should be seen more so as an arbitrary affiliation: the apparatus 
orbited Henry’s doctrine, it never defined it internally. This position is supported by the third of 
Henry’s three approaches, what appears to be his genuine attempt at handling Scripture.  
 The extent of Henry’s Scriptural attacks on Administration in Two Kinds is relatively modest, 
especially compared to the arguments he produced years later in his response to the German 
ambassadors. He argued in the Defence that Administration in Two Kinds was contradicted by Luther’s 
own citation of Matthew 26:27-28, who related Christ’s words at the Last Supper regarding the 
initiation of the Eucharist: “‘Drink from it, all of you. For this is My blood of the new covenant, which 
is shed for many for the remission of sins’”.10 Henry argued that Christ’s words were a command, not a 
suggestion, and so whether or not to take the wine, which was the species often abdicated by the laity, 
should not have been considered a decision: it must be taken with the bread.11 This argument seems to 
be firmly rooted in Scripture and has naturally produced considerable debate. Whether or not Christ’s 
statement was actually a command was, of a course, a primary point of contention. Christ’s words may 
also be considered in context: perhaps it was a demand addressed specifically to the Apostles, or 
specifically due to the circumstances of the Last Supper. Indeed, Henry’s point is difficult to defend in 
part because of the opaque nature of Christ’s words. Luther touched upon a very similar issue regarding 
Henry’s doctrine on mass:  
 

 
8 Martinus Lutherus Contra Henricum Regem Angliae 
9 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 26. 
10 Matthew, 26:27-28 
11 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 25. 
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“[Henry VIII] assails me with the Canon of the Mass, in which the Mass is called a sacrifice, by the 
authority of which he wishes me to be bound because I have used its form of words. For these words As 
often as ye do this, etc., are not found, he tells us, in the Gospel, but the words Do this.”12 
 
 Luther argued not only that the grammar of the Gospels was deliberately varied, but also that 
the grammatical word-for-word details should not be held in such an austere reverence: 
 
“As if it were necessary that the writers of the Gospels should agree in every syllable … that they make 
a man guilty of deadly sin and deliver him to hell if he omits that little word For, being, forsooth”13 
 
 This last argument of Luther’s is very important because it relates to a theme that defines much 
of Henry’s discourse on Transubstantiation: arcane and what Luther saw as possibly arbitrary 
inquisitions into the grammatical syntax of the Gospels. Once again, whether or not Christ’s words at 
the Last Supper were intended to be interpreted as a demand is debatable. Luther’s assessments of 
Henry’s doctrine on the Two Kinds were built on some very intuitive issues with Henry’s interpretation 
of Matthew 26:27-28, including the ones iterated above. This suggests that Henry’s parsing of that 
verse, keeping in mind that he clearly devoted great energies towards constructing his arguments, was 
somehow very obviously flawed, or else that the true purpose of this passage was not necessarily to 
produce an organically Scriptural argument.  
 This latter interpretation is supported both by Henry’s conclusion of his discussion on Two 
Kinds and the context in which it was framed, and it may reasonably be posited that the passage on 
Matthew 26:27-28, in fact, has nothing to do with Henry’s own interpretation of Matthew and primarily 
relied on Catholic logic. In fact, Henry did not provide a direct analysis of Mathew 26:27-28. He rather 
related Luther’s assessment of the passage, writing that “in one place, [Luther] says, That Christ, in His 
last Supper, not only said to all the Faithful, as permitting, but as commanding, Drink ye all of this”. So 
Henry’s relation of Matthew 26:27-28 was couched within a supposed interpretation presented by 
Luther in another work. In this way, Henry cleverly managed to abdicate a direct assessment of 
Matthew by dumping this interpretation (which applied the phrase ‘Drink from it, all of you’ to all 
mankind rather than just the Apostles) onto the very target of his rhetoric. He goes on to add that Luther 
later stated that Christ “left [the manner in which to partake in the Eucharist] to every Man’s 
Discretion”. In this way, Luther committed a contradiction: in one place he stated that taking the wine 
was a ‘commandment’, and in another place he stated that it was ‘left to every Man’s Discretion’.14 As 
such, Henry concluded, ‘What need we contradict him, who so often contradicts himself?”. This 
Scriptural passage on Two Kinds, indeed Henry’s only Scriptural passage on this topic, was no 
Scriptural passage at all: it was couched entirely within a framework of traditional Catholic logic, and 
its substance was primarily composed of such an attack. Its viability as an attack on Luther was entirely 
dependent on a logical framework rather than an assessment of Scripture. Almost as if to further 
emphasize this point himself, Henry began this passage with a reference to those austere and revered 
theologians who ‘though not canonized’ contradicted Luther’s doctrine on Two Kinds and possessed 
‘Piety and Learning’ next to which ‘Luther is in no wise comparable’ including the ‘Master of the 
Sentences’15 and Nicholas de Lyra as a singular attack on Luther’s doctrine – the whole passage was 
somehow immersed in the anesthetizing aura of the Catholic intellectual hierarchy. In fact, Henry’s 

 
12 Martinus Lutherus Contra Henricum Regem Angliae 
13 Ibid. 
14 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 25. 
15 Peter Lombard, who wrote The Four Books of Sentences 
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actual views on Matthew 26:27-28 were entirely, albeit discretely, omitted. The passage can be totally 
understood without reading Matthew’s Gospel at all because it, in fact, has nothing to do with Matthew 
and everything to do with a failure in the logic of Luther’s statements. Further, Henry’s use of this 
rhetoric suggests that the Catholic logical apparatus that surrounded his intellectual agency did not 
wholly define it but rather informed it. 
 With this in mind, it is not even necessary to analyze Henry’s arguments in favor of Two Kinds 
published around fifteen years later in his response to the German Ambassadors which, perhaps 
ironically, did not include Matthew, because it is not possible to glean Henry’s actual opinions on Two 
Kinds in the Scriptural context from the argumentative portions of the Defence. His later arguments 
feature, among other passages, excerpts from Corinthians which demonstrate relatively convincingly 
that the Two Kinds may be separated, that they may have equal value, and that the laity should 
certainly not be restricted in choosing the Kind they wish to take. So there is no evidence to suggest 
that Henry’s views on how to approach the issue of Two Kinds actually changed at all from his 
publication of the Defence in 1521, in which he stated himself that he saw “no Reason … why the 
Church should not ordain, that the Sacrament should be administered to the Laity, under both kinds”.16 
Indeed, in the context of his pseudo-Scriptural attack on the doctrine later on the same page, it is 
possible that Henry had been discreetly attempting to convey his own interpretation of Scripture or at 
least his disillusionment with the doctrinal interpretation. Indeed, had Henry himself seen a Scriptural 
contradiction of Administration in Two Kinds, he would have had every reason to include it. It is 
difficult to imagine that the pope would not have appreciated a genuine reference to Scripture whenever 
one could be produced. Instead, Henry abdicated the burden of providing an original interpretation by 
deconstructing and attacking one that was supposedly Luther’s. As such, there is no reason to doubt 
Henry’s sincerity when he stated that he personally saw ‘no Reason’ to prohibit Two Kinds. 
 The second of the three issues pertaining to Henry’s discussion of the Eucharist dealt with 
Transubstantiation; while it was couched in the discussion regarding the Administration in Two Kinds, 
it arguably became more controversial. Henry’s positions on Transubstantiation demonstrate that, in 
some theological areas, he was extremely (at least explicitly) consistent. Luther advocated that an 
element of the bread and wine remained in the corporeal matter transformed by the Eucharist into the 
flesh and blood of Christ. Henry strictly upheld, from 1521 to 1536, that during the process of 
Transubstantiation the bread and wine are corporeally transformed into the actual flesh and blood of 
Christ and that the flesh and blood are likewise ‘corporally, really, and in the very same substance 
exhibited, distributed, and received’ by the parishioners who partake in the sacrament.17 Henry devoted 
a significant portion of Chapter IV of the Defence to the issue of Transubstantiation, in fact a greater 
proportion than he devoted to the issue of Two Kinds.  
 The depth of his insights into Transubstantiation reveal, perhaps more so than any other section 
in Chapter IV, Henry’s deep and serious devotion to learning and the search for truth. Around mid-way 
through his discussion of Transubstantiation, Henry veers directly into a highly complex and technical 
debate on the grammatical inconsistencies between the Latin, Greek, and Hebrew versions of a 
particular Biblical passage relating to the Transubstantiation of wine. He clearly demonstrates a 
developed knowledge of the grammatical structures not only of the Latin but also of the Greek and 
Hebrew languages. He even goes so far in his analysis as to question and interpret the manners in 
which the Evangelists reported and themselves interpreted the words of Christ with regards to this 
particular passage, considering how the passage might be translated from Greek into Latin from a 

 
16 Defense of the Seven Sacraments, 25. 
17 Fuller, Thomas. Church History of Britain: from the Birth of Jesus Christ until the Year 1648, Volume 3. University 
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strictly grammatical perspective, how the Evangelists may have edited the words of Christ to more 
succinctly fit the Greek and Latin languages, and how the Hebrew editions relate to Luther’s 
interpretation of the passage.18 That whole section demonstrates a considerable degree of intellectual 
agency on the part of Henry. Those sections do not provide derivations from Catholic church fathers or 
doctors, nor do they assess the logical structure of Luther’s arguments. In fact, Henry’s sections on the 
grammar of this biblical passage contain some of the only true discussions in Chapter IV, from a 
modern perspective, to the extent that they exist in of themselves and do not rely on enumerated 
Catholic doctrine and precedent. In short, they do not rely necessarily on an extended apparatus of 
Catholic logic. That discussion serves as definitive evidence that Henry was able to think critically and 
independently of the greater Catholic logical apparatus even at this early stage, over a decade before 
the break with Rome was initiated. 
 In fact, Henry probably did not vacillate on certain theological doctrine during the decade after 
the publication of the Defence quite as much as is popularly assumed. His views on Baptism, including 
his rejection of sola vide, and his views on Penance, to retrieve two of the other seven sacraments 
discussed in the Defence, remained wholly consistent through the Anglican period (with respect to 
Henry’s personal doctrine, although the Anglican church was certainly not always united on these 
issues even early into its history).19 Henry also remained generally consistent on the third and last issue 
related to his discussion of the Sacrament of the Altar: Mass. He defended it in the Defence, and in The 
King’s Book of 1543, which received his direct sanction, it was written that ‘the mass, wherein after the 
consecration is really present the very blessed body and blood of Christ, is celebrate in the church for a 
perpetual memory of His death and passion’. In at least a few of these doctrine, then, it has been well-
attested that Henry did not veer dramatically away from his Catholic roots 
 To conclude, a close literary analysis of sections of Chapter IV of the Defence reveals that 
Henry VIII’s position on the Eucharist actually remained relatively consistent from the publication of 
the Defence in 1521 to at least as early as the publication of the Ten Articles in 1536, particularly on the 
issue of Administration in Two Kinds. Furthermore, it is possible to conclude that, in his discussion of 
the issues surrounding the Eucharist at the very least, Henry was genuinely motivated by a search for 
knowledge and truth and demonstrated deep intellectual independence from the Catholic logical 
apparatus. In some areas, he may have gone as far as to use literary devices in order to abdicate himself 
of advocating interpretations of Scripture that he did not necessarily agree with, while in other areas he 
demonstrated his ability to generate genuine discussion, rather than to follow traditional, well-
established frameworks of Catholic logical constructions and legal precedents. In at least this way, 
Henry did not generally contradict his understanding of faith and his duty as a Christian monarch by 
abandoning the Catholic church and specifically did not contradict his doctrinal views on most or all of 
the topics surrounding the discussion of the Eucharist comprising Chapter IV of the Defence.  
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